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ABSTRACT
Text-video search has become an important demand in many industrial video sharing platforms, e.g., YouTube, TikTok, and WeChat
Channels, thereby attracting increasing research attention. Traditional relevance-based ranking methods for text-video search
concentrate on exploiting the semantic relevance between video
and query. However, relevance is no longer the principal issue in
the ranking stage, because the candidate items retrieved from the
matching stage naturally guarantee adequate relevance. Instead, we
argue that boosting user satisfaction should be an ultimate goal for
ranking and it is promising to excavate cheap and rich user behaviors for model training. To achieve this goal, we propose an effective
Multi-Task Ranking pipeline with User Behaviors (MTRUB) for textvideo search. Specifically, to exploit the multi-modal data effectively,
we put forward a Heterogeneous Multi-modal Fusion Module (HMFM)
to fuse the query and video features of different modalities in adaptive ways. Besides that, we design an Independent Multi-modal Input
Scheme (IMIS) to alleviate competing task correlation problems in
multi-task learning. Experiments on the offline dataset gathered
from WeChat Search demonstrate that MTRUB outperforms the
baseline by 12.0% in mean gAUC and 13.3% in mean nDCG@10. We
also conduct live experiments on a large-scale mobile search engine,
i.e., WeChat Search, and MTRUB obtains substantial improvement
compared with the traditional relevance-based ranking model.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Content ranking.
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INTRODUCTION

With the development of artificial intelligence, researchers concentrate on different topics, such as video understanding [15], neural
architecture search [9], intelligence system [23], etc. Text-video
search, one of the important tasks in video understanding, aims
to retrieve the most user-satisfactory videos given a text query.
This task has attracted much attention from researchers around the
world for its practical use in the industrial video-sharing platforms,
e.g., YouTube, TikTok, and WeChat Channels.
In recent years, the video understanding community has witnessed substantial progress in text-video search. The common practices for text-video search focus on exploiting the semantic relevance between video and query with concept-based methods, crossmodal fusion methods, and latent space-based methods. Conceptbased methods [1, 7, 14, 18, 21] depend on representing the video
with a set of concepts, which are used to match with query text.
The challenges of these methods lie in how to select relevant and
detectable concepts for both video and query. As for cross-modal fusion methods [24–26], they design a cross-modal fusion subnetwork
that takes text and video as input and directly produces similarity
between them. Although these methods are effective, their search
efficiency is low in reality as video and text should be coupled together before feeding to the network. Instead, latent space-based
methods [4, 12, 17, 22] propose to encode video and query and then
map them into a common latent space, which is commonly used
because of their great ranking performance and high efficiency.
In practice, text-video search can be typically decomposed into
two stages, namely the matching stage and ranking stage. In the
matching stage, we train the model with semantic relevance between the video and the query text in the usual way to guarantee that the fetched videos are semantically relevant. However, in
the ranking stage, we argue that semantic relevance is no longer
the principal issue because the candidate items retrieved from
the matching stage naturally guarantee adequate relevance. In
some cases, only considering semantic relevance is not sufficient
to provide user-satisfactory videos given a query text. For example,
when a user searches with a query text LeBron James, a traditional
relevance-based search engine would rank the videos about LeBron
James playing a basketball game without distinction, which may
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bring bad experience to users because most of them actually want to
watch the top-10 exciting LeBron James’s dunks of the night. To improve user experience in the search engine, we focus on the ranking
stage and exclusively utilize user behaviors, e.g., user feedback and
interactions, instead of the relevance scores, to catch user interest
on videos given a query. Compared with the video recommendation
methods [8, 10, 11], we concentrate on understanding the query
texts instead of using user portrait features (e.g., whether a user like
cartoons) or context features (e.g., time and location) because query
texts reflect user intention directly and contain sufficient semantic
information to match with video features.
In this work, we propose an effective Multi-Task Ranking pipeline
with User Behaviors (MTRUB) for text-video Search. To utilize the
multi-modal data effectively, we propose Heterogeneous Multi-modal
Fusion Module (HMFM) to fuse the query and video features in different manners. In addition, we design Independent Multi-modal
Input Scheme (IMIS) to mitigate the complex and even competing
task correlation problems in multi-task learning.
Experiments on the offline dataset gathered from WeChat Search
show that MTRUB outperforms the baseline by 12.0% in mean gAUC
and 13.3% in mean nDCG@10. We further conduct live experiments
with MTRUB on a large-scale mobile search engine, i.e., WeChat
Search, and obtain great improvement over the relevance-based
ranking model. The offline and live experiments consistently demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed method.
In summary, our main contributions are as follows:
• We propose the MTRUB pipeline, the first study to exclusively
explore user behaviors to learn a ranking model for text-video,
which directly studies user satisfaction towards videos.
• To utilize the multi-modal data effectively, we put forward Heterogeneous Multi-modal Fusion Module (HMFM) to match query
with different modalities in adaptive ways.
• We design the Independent Multi-modal Input Scheme (IMIS) to
alleviate the complex and even competing task correlation problems in multi-task learning.
• Both offline and live experiments on WeChat Search show that
our MTRUB outperforms the competitive baseline substantially.

2 THE PROPOSED APPROACH
2.1 MTRUB Pipeline
Basically in the ranking model for text-video search, we can leverage both text information and visual information from videos. The
text data involves the video title, the texts obtained from Optical
Character Recognition (OCR) and Automatic Speech Recognition
(ASR), while the visual data contains the video cover image and
key frames. To model the relationship between the query text and
multi-modal video information, we propose the MTRUB pipeline
that exploits the readily available user behaviors to learn a ranking
model for text-video search. Figure 1 is the overview of the MTRUB.
For the query text and the text information of the video, i.e., OCR,
ASR, and the video title, we apply a pre-trained BERT [3] encoder
from the CLIP [19] model to obtain both sentence-level embeddings
and word-level embeddings. For the visual information of the video,
i.e., video cover and key frames, we apply a pre-trained ViT [5]
from the CLIP [19] model to acquire image embeddings. Note that
the parameters of the text encoder and image encoder are fixed
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to only provide compact semantic vectors for query and video
information. We match embeddings from the query and video with
the proposed Heterogeneous Multi-modal Fusion Module, which
excavates diverse information from multi-modal data.
As the tasks are complex and even competing with each other, we
propose a novel input scheme for multi-modal data, i.e., Independent
Multi-modal Input Scheme, in expert-based models, where different
tasks can exploit distinct modal data explicitly. Besides that, this
scheme improves model interpretability by analyzing the weights
in the gate mechanisms to obtain the importance of distinct modal
data towards different tasks.

2.2

Heterogeneous Multi-modal Fusion Module

Previous multi-modal fusion methods [8, 11, 12, 16] fail to consider
the heterogeneous structures of text and image, which limit the
matching performance. To further consider distinct characteristics
of text and visual data, we propose a Heterogeneous Multi-modal
Fusion Module (HMFM) to fuse the query and video features in
different manners. On the one hand, we match the query with the
image data, i.e., video cover and key frames, in a coarse-grained way
by concatenating the image embeddings and query sentence-wise
vectors. On the other hand, HMFM fuses the query with video text
data, i.e., OCR, ASR, and title, in a fine-grained way by modeling
their semantic relationship with Conv-KRNM [2] for word-wise text
embeddings. Conv-KRNM is a popular convolutional kernel-based
neural ranking model that models n-gram soft matches between
query and video text in a unified embedding space. Given a query
word-wise embedding and video text word-wise embedding, ConvKRNM generates n-gram vectors with a CNN layer, cross-matches
query n-gram vectors and video text n-gram vectors of different
lengths in the n-gram embedding space to get translation matrix
and apply kernel pooling layer to get the soft-TF features, which
describes the distribution of match scores between query and video
text. These obtained soft-TF features introduce more semantic information by fusing with the original embeddings. With HMFM,
the query can match with different modal data using adaptive manners, i.e., coarse-grained matching for video visual features and
fine-grained matching for video text features, to excavate diverse
semantic information from multi-modal data.

2.3

Independent Multi-modal Input Scheme

Multi-task ranking for text-video search encounters complex and
even competing task correlation problems as in multi-task video
recommendation systems [13, 20]. To address this issue, we propose
a novel Independent Multi-modal Input Scheme (IMIS), where different tasks can explicitly utilize distinct modal data. IMIS decouples
the multi-modal input by feeding only one modal data, instead of all
modal data, to each expert. In addition, the gate mechanisms in the
ranking model can reflect the importance of distinct modal input
towards different tasks with learned weights, where large values
indicate a higher degree of importance. Therefore, IMIS improves
multi-task model interpretability to a large extent.
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Figure 1: An overview of the proposed MTRUB pipeline. For the multi-modal input fusion, we propose a Heterogeneous Multimodal Fusion Module (HMFM), which considers different characteristics of text and visual data. HMFM matches query with
each of multiple modal data in adaptive manners, i.e., coarse-grained matching for video visual features and fine-grained
matching for video text features. In addition, to alleviate the competing task correlation problems, we design an Independent
Multi-modal Input Scheme (IMIS), which decouples the multi-modal input by feeding only one modal data, instead of all modal
data, to each expert. The gating mechanism can learn the importance of distinct modal input towards different tasks. Note that
the five small squares gained from the gates indicate importance scores, where dark red means high importance and light red
means low importance. We discover that in isClick task, cover image of the video and title play more important roles, while
OCR, ASR and video key frames contribute more to tasks that are related to user staying time, e.g., isReplay, isLongStay, etc.

3 EXPERIMENTS
3.1 Datasets and Metrics
3.1.1 Datasets. For offline experiments, we collect 800k samples
from the Wechat Search engine, each of which contains a text query,
a set of candidate videos, and the user behavior log about this query.
Each query is associated with around 10 video candidates, including
both positive candidates (exposed and clicked) and negative ones
(exposed but not clicked). For each video, we extract the video
cover image and 30 key frames as the visual information. Besides,
we obtain the texts from Optical Character Recognition (OCR),
Automated Speech Recognition (ASR), and video title to serve as the
text information for each video. We extract the user behavior labels
from the logs, including: whether a user clicks a video (isClick),
whether a user replays a video (isReplay), whether a user plays
a video for more than 10 seconds (isValidStay), whether a user
plays a video for more than 30 seconds (isLongStay), and whether
a user plays a video for more than 90 percent of a video duration
(isFullPlay). We split the whole dataset into a training set of 560k
samples and a test set of the rest 240k samples.
3.1.2 Metrics. We adopt group-wise Area Under the ROC Curve
(gAUC) and normalized version of Discounted Cumulative Gain
(nDCG@𝑘) as the performance metrics, where gAUC measures the
likelihood that a relevant item is ranked higher than an irrelevant
item and nDCG@𝑘 is truncated at a particular rank level 𝑘 to
emphasize the importance of the top-𝑘 searched videos.

3.2

Implementation Details

To alleviate the learning difficulty and save computational cost, we
pre-extract the text and visual features before forwarding them to
the models. Specifically, we adopt a BERT [3] encoder to extract the
text features and a ViT [5] model to obtain image embeddings. The
parameters of BERT and ViT are from the pre-trained CLIP [19]. We
adopt the Adam [6] optimizer with a cyclic cosine annealing learning rate schedule and a weight decay of 10−2 . We train the models
for 100 epochs with a batch size of 1024. We apply a binary crossentropy loss for each task. For the MMOE [13], we use 16 experts
and 128 hidden units. To facilitate fair comparison, we keep the
parameters for all compared models approximate (in 60M±2M). To
find an appropriate learning rate, we try several settings (i.e., 10−2 ,
10−3 , 10−4 , and 10−5 ) for each experiment, and report the models
with the best performance metric. We run 5 times with different
random seeds for each experiment and report the average values.

3.3

Ablation Studies on Offline Dataset

3.3.1 Effectiveness of Mixture-Of-Experts. To verify the effectiveness of Mixture-Of-Experts (MOE) in the ranking model, we construct two simple MEE [16] baselines with (i.e., MEE+MMOE) and
without MMOE (i.e., MEE+Shared-Bottom) for comparison. As
shown in Table 1, MOE enhances the model capability to capture
the task differences, thereby boosting the performances on different
tasks over the shared-bottom counterpart.
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Metric
Method

isClick
gAUC nDCG

isReplay
gAUC nDCG
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isValidStay
gAUC nDCG

isLongStay
gAUC nDCG

isFullPlay
gAUC nDCG

Mean
gAUC nDCG

MEE+Shared-Bottom
65.6
57.1
67.9
58.4
66.6
57.4
67.0
57.2
67.8
58.0
66.9
57.6
MEE+MMOE
68.6
60.4
71.7
63.2
69.4
61.1
70.2
62.0
70.6
62.4
70.1
61.8
MEE+MMOE with IMIS
68.1
59.8
72.7
64.2
69.0
60.8
71.0
62.8
72.1
63.6
70.6
62.2
HMFM+MMOE with IMIS
78.6
70.8
79.3
71.1
78.6
70.6
78.7
70.7
79.2
71.2
78.9
70.9
Table 1: Ablation studies on offline Wechat Search dataset. “nDCG” indicates nDCG@10 for short. All models are trained with
multi-task learning and we report the results of gAUC and nDCG@10 for all tasks, i.e., isClick, isReplay, isValidStay, isLongStay,
and isFullPlay. The best value of each column is in bold font. Our proposed MTRUB shows substantial improvements over
the baselines in terms of gAUC and nDCG@10, demonstrating that IMIS is an effective input scheme for ranking model and
HMFM is a better multi-modal fusion scheme than the MEE [16].

88

3.3.3 Effectiveness of the Heterogeneous Multi-modal Fusion Module. Here we investigate the effectiveness of the Heterogeneous
Multi-modal Fusion Module (HMFM), which leverages the text and
visual information in videos in a heterogeneous manner. As shown
in table 1, HMFM consistently improves the gAUC and nDCG@10
by large margins over other baselines with MEE. HMFM provides
more adaptive interactions between the query and each of various
video modalities, thus contributing to a better information fusion.
3.3.4 Effectiveness of multi-task learning for MTRUB. We further
compare the performance of MTRUB under the single-task and
multi-task learning manners. In single-task learning, we apply the
proposed MTRUB with only one single task tower and report the
performance metric of the same task. As illustrated in figure 2, compared to single-task learning, multi-task learning enables different
tasks to share knowledge together and hence boost the search performance for all tasks, especially those tasks that perform poorly
in single-task learning, e.g., isFullplay, isReplay, etc.
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3.3.2 Effectiveness of Independent Multi-modal Input Scheme. We
evaluate the Independent Multi-modal Input Scheme (IMIS) that
makes each expert focus on one of the input modalities. Table 1
shows that IMIS boosts the performance in terms of the mean
gAUC and nDCG@10 on most tasks. In addition, by analyzing the
gate weights in the MOE, where a larger value indicates higher
importance, we discover that cover image and video title play more
important roles in the isClick task, while OCR, ASR, and video key
frames contribute more to tasks that are related to the user staying
time, e.g., isValidStay, isLongStay, etc.
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Figure 2: Comparison between MTRUB and single-task version MTRUB. Note that in single-task version MTRUB, we
only apply one single task tower for each experiment and
report the performance metric of the same task. The results
on gAUC and nDCG@10 are listed on the left and right, respectively. Experiments on different tasks consistently indicate the superiority of MTRUB with multi-task learning in
user behavior modeling-based text-video search.

we generate ranking scores by exponential fusion of all user behav𝛽
𝛾
𝛿
iors, i.e., 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 𝑃𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑘 ∗ 𝑃 𝑓𝛼𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑦 ∗ 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑦 ∗ 𝑃 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑦 ∗ 𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑦
and employ Pareto Optimality for searching parameters 𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾, 𝛿.
Comparing with relevance ranking, ranking by click-through rate
(isClick) prediction improve 3.3% clicked query views and 3.7%
isClick rate relatively. Furthermore, comparing with single-ctr-task,
ranking by multi-task learning user behavior-based model further
improve online isClick rate by 1.3%, isReplay rate by 3.6%, isLongStay
rate by 1.7%, isValidStay rate by 3.4% and isFullPlay rate by 1.9%.

Online Experiment Result

In this section, we conduct a large-scale online evaluation on the
Wechat Search engine. We randomly sample three user groups from
Wechat Search, each of which contained about 1.4 million users. We
implement 7 days control variable experiments on different groups
to evaluate different ranking models, with the same video index,
retrieval methods, and front-end interface. We evaluated three different ranking strategies: ranking based on relevance model trained
with the human-annotated dataset, ranking based on single-task
learning user behavior-based (isClick) model, ranking based on the
proposed multi-task learning user behavior-based model. Especially,

4

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we propose an effective Multi-Task Ranking pipeline
with User Behaviors (MTRUB) for text-video search. To exploit the
multi-modal input data, we put forward Heterogeneous Multi-modal
Fusion Module (HMFM) to fuse the query and video features of
different modalities in adaptive manners. In addition, we design
Independent Multi-modal Input Scheme (IMIS) to alleviate competing task correlation problems in a multi-learning scheme. Both
offline and live experiments on WeChat Search show that MTRUB
outperforms the baseline by a large margin.
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